Dyeing: customer information sheet (issued March, 2019)
Increasing numbers of our customers are either dyeing the yarns we spin for them, which is a creative and satisfying activity and is popular to create limited edition yarns; or
else they ask us to dye for them. We no longer accept dye orders unless with long-term customers by special arrangement. Please see options for other dyers in the UK who
are able to offer a suitable service at the end of this note.
This information sheet describes the typical dyeing process and gives a few general pointers for those interested in trying this for themselves.
Many companies now use organically accredited dyestuffs and auxiliaries, and wool is dyed with are acid reactive mineral based dyes which are very colourfast away from
bleach or sunlight.
It is important to note that dyeing is like cookery so can be very creative and satisfying, but also dealing with natural materials so may lead to quite variable results! All dyes
are chemicals and will bond with the fibres in different ways, depending on the existing affinities (e.g. split red wine!) or a managed environment using temperature and
auxiliary chemicals such as Glaubers Salt, to both encourage the freer and even movement of the dyestuffs into the yarns and to balance the pH to optimise uptake.
Wool (like mohair, silk and alpaca) is a fibre made of protein, so it will dye differently to vegetable fibres such as cotton, hemp or flax, or artificial fibres, which are mineral.
Linen, cotton and hemp will remain undyed when using wool dyes, so this attribute can be used to create an effect relating to the colour of these natural fibres.
Different wool fibres will dye differently, so it is possible to put, say, Galway, Romney and White Ryeland into the same bath of dye at the same time and they will all come
out coloured slightly differently (if blue, of course they will all be blue, but the blues will differ!).

The key determinants of the dye effect are:
- fibre type: lustre and semi lustre wool fibres will dye more brightly than downland or non lustre wools – so adding mohair to a wool yarn will make it take more dye
in the mohair part of the yarn and can be used to dye even dark fibres like Hebridean or Black Welsh Mountain
- fibre base colour: a brown, grey, cream or white wool will each dye differently, equivalent to putting coloured paints on top of coloured paper – the base colour will
darken or lighten the colour of the dye used. Thus the same pale blue dye on white will look pale blue but on grey it will look slate blue.
- dye method: because dyes are all a mixture of several different chemical colours, it is important to wet the yarn thoroughly to ensure the dye takes evenly, and to raise
the temperature of the bath very slowly and steadily to ensure that each individual chemical catches with the yarn at its particular temperature for absorption in order
to reach the final colour which is a recipe combined of several colours
Most colours can be achieved with a relatively small number of dyes: red, blue, yellow, amber, black and turquoise in careful combinations will make most shades, either by
combining, such as using red and yellow to make orange, or by the quantity used, so a pale pink might be made with a little red and a very little blue, while a deep pink would
be made with a stronger solution. Calculations for dye recipes are done in percentages, so a basic ability with maths is quite useful!
The table at the end of this sheet shows the main colours of different breeds of sheep and suggests dye colours likely to work best. Generally dyeing over bases which are
white, cream, beige, fawn, silver or grey works best, and if blending fibre to achieve these, adding around 8-12% to white makes ivory or pale beige, 15-20% makes silver and
fawn, and up to 30% will make quite a deep base. As a starting point, we recommend only dyeing some of your yarn and using it along with the natural colours, to enhance
and complement them – many patterns work well with a simple welt and cuffs in a darker or brighter colour, or with stripes, or just a band of a few stripes. Colour can
completely alter the appearance of a project as you can see from pattern illustrations on Ravelry.
If you intend to use only dyed yarn, there is no particular problem about the colour you choose, other than that you will need to take note of the comments on the table at the
end, and remember that dyeing over coloured yarn will always leave the natural colour as the base and not white! Bleaching is not really an option both for environmental
reasons and because wool has a tendency to go yellowish with bleach. This is of course why generations of wool producers have selected for white genes in sheep.

If you wish to use dyed yarns with naturally coloured yarns in a project, we strongly recommend choosing secondary and tertiary colours (made of two or three primary
colours) as these are more subtle and complementary to the natural shades than primary colours which can clash – however red and yellow (dyed over white) will work with
the very dark natural wools and blue will work with white or brown (when it will seem grey). To achieve these contrasts you should start with white wool.
Wool colours and dye options
WOOL COLOURS, DYE IDEAS
BREED
COLOURS
main colour

Black Welsh Mountain
Blue-faced Leicester
Castlemilk Moorit
Corriedale
Cotswold
Galway
Gotland
Hebridean
Herdwick
Jacob
Manx Loagthan
North Ronaldsay
Romney
Ryeland
Shetland
Zwartbles

black
creamy white
mid brown
very white
creamy white
ivory white
grey
black
multi
mid-grey
mid brown
multi
milk white
multi
multi
black

other natural colour shades
off-black dark brown brown grey mid brown fawn
off-black

off-black

cream whiteivory white white

pale grey

mid grey

dye ideas

notes and suggestions

none
any pastel
red, gold, brown
any bright
any pastel or bright
any pastel
blue, wine, purple, olive, gold
none
blue, wine, purple, olive, gold
blue, wine, purple, olive, gold
red, gold, brown
blue, wine, purple, olive, gold
any pastel
blue, wine, purple, olive, gold
none
none

could dye blue, purple, or red to alter off-black
remember the golden base will affect the dyed result!
the brown can be a bit dull, but it's rare, so better natural!
can look a bit artificial when dyed unless blended
good for dyeing due to lustre, but cream base will affect dyed result a bit
as this is rare, I would probably leave it natural
lovely heathered shades when dyed, with great depth
could dye blue, purple, or red to alter off-black
lovely heathered shades when dyed, with great depth
a good base for experimenting with plain and heathered shades
better to blend with mohair and then dye, probably
rare and nice as it is, would not bother to dye!
some natural and some with, say, olive or denim blue, for two-colour designs
the coloured is very nice undyed, so probably better to use Jacob!
lovely as it is, would not bother to dye!
could dye blue, purple, or red to alter off-black

dark grey

The table overleaf shows the effect of using different bases on the same colour of dye. Remember both computer screens and printers are not 100% accurate on colour, so this
is to give an impression and should not be taken as in any way absolutely the way the dyes will work! N/a in this case means Not Advisable (or not relevant).

White

Silver

Grey

Dark grey

Fawn

Brown

NATURAL
BASE
YARN
Reds
N/A

Blues

Turquoise
N/A

N/A

Natural base

White

Silver

Grey

Dark Grey

N/A

N/A

Fawn

Brown

Greens
N/A

Purples
N/A

Olives
N/A

Pink/plums
N/A

Natural base

White

Silver

Grey

Dark Grey

Fawn

Brown

Golds
N/A

N/A

Oranges
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Greys
N/A

Browns
N/A

N/A

N/A

Natural base

White

Silver

Grey

Dark Grey

Fawn

Brown

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Pale yellows

Pale purples

Pale blues

Pale pinks

UK-based Dyehouses able to dye wool in skeins or on cones:
We have contacted several specialist UK dyehouses, who do hank dyeing of knitting yarns. While we cannot specifically recommend them as we have no direct experience
of their service, the three who seem most appropriate in terms of volumes, prices and colour-matching service are:
Blackburn Yarn Dyers, Blackburn, BB2 3HN https://bydltd.co.uk/, enquiry form on website, 01254 53051
Ettrick Yarn Dyers, Selkirk, TD7 5EF http://ettrickyarndyers.co.uk/, info@ettrickyarndyers.co.uk, 01750 700024
Paintbox Textiles, Liversedge, WF15 6JY, https://paintboxtextiles.com/, info@paintboxtextiles.co.uk , 01924 235123
Paintbox is also GOTS accredited for organic processing. We have worked with Paintbox for some years, sending spun yarn for dyeing and having it back to complete
finishing to skeins, labelling and packaging.
All three are aware that we have informed customers about them and if our customers send yarn to them we will liaise to ensure the yarn is sent in the correct format.
These dyers can return the yarn in hanks and also offer return on cones and can sometimes offer further services such as ball-winding, winding down to 100g skeins and
labelling and packaging. Of course we are also happy to continue to offer these services for yarns whether we have made them or not. For us cones are ideal because they
reduce the number of processes required for ball-winding or 100g skeins, so please request that dyed yarn comes back to us on cones, so we can do the finishing at a
reduced rate.
As with yarn sent for weaving, we will despatch direct to the dyer and request them to return direct for further processing if required, in order to minimise yarn miles and
costs.

